
INTRODUCTION
Health care jobs are a popular career option for students who enjoy help-
ing others and learning about the latest cutting-edge technology and diag-
nostic and treatment methods. The health care industry consistently
enjoys strong employment growth, and here are several reasons why this
field is an excellent career option.

✔ The U.S. Department of Labor (USDL) predicts that employment in
the health care and social assistance industry will grow by 19 percent
from 2014 to 2024—more than triple the average employment growth for
all industries.

✔ No other industry will add more jobs than the health care field from
2014-24. In fact, the USDL predicts that the growing elderly population
and technological breakthroughs will help generate more than 3.6 million
new jobs between 2014 and 2024. 

✔ Seven of the top 20 careers that will add the most new positions
through 2024 are in the health care industry. 

✔ 19 of the top 25 fastest-growing careers through 2024 are health
care-related. 

✔ Unlike jobs in many other fields, most health care careers are diffi-
cult to offshore to other countries because they require “face time” with
patients. 

So, the prognosis for health care careers is excellent, and you should
consider becoming a health care professional. To help you in your career
exploration, the editors of Hot Health Care Careers have identified 30
careers that will grow most quickly and add the most new jobs during the
next decade. These careers offer exciting opportunities for people with a
variety of skill sets and educational backgrounds—from a high school
diploma and on-the-job training, to a bachelor’s or master’s degree, to a
medical degree, dental degree, or doctorate. The following paragraphs
provide more information on the sections in each career article and other
features in the book. 

The Fast Facts sidebar appears at the beginning of each article. It provides
a summary of recommended high school classes and personal skills; the min-
imum educational requirements to enter the field; the typical salary range;
employment outlook; and acronyms and identification numbers for the fol-
lowing government classification indexes: the Occupational Information
Network (O*NET)-Standard Occupational Classification System (SOC)
index and the National Occupational Classification (NOC) Index. The
O*NET-SOC index has been created by the U.S. government; the NOC index
is Canada’s career classification system. Readers can use the identification
numbers listed in this section to obtain further information about a career.
Digital editions of the O*NET-SOC (https://www.onetonline.org) and NOC
(http://noc.esdc.gc.ca/English/home.aspx) are available online. 
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The Overview section provides a capsule summary of work duties,
educational requirements, the number of people employed in the field,
and employment outlook. 

The Job provides a detailed overview of primary and secondary job
duties and typical work settings. 

The Requirements section features four subsections: High School
(which lists recommended high school classes), Postsecondary Training
(which lists required post-high school training requirements to prepare
for the field), Certification and Licensing (which details voluntary cer-
tification and mandatory licensing requirements, when applicable), and
Other Requirements (which lists key personal and professional skills for
success in the field). 

Exploring provides suggestions to young people about how they can
explore the field while in school. Examples include books and magazines,
websites, information interviews, membership in clubs and other organi-
zations, hands-on activities, competitions, and summer and after-school
programs. 
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6 Great Reasons to Pursue a 
Career in the Health Care Industry
1. The growing elderly population will continue to create employment
opportunities for decades. In fact, about 87 million Americans—or 25 per-
cent—will be age 65 and older by 2050, according to the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development. This adds up to many opportu-
nities for health care workers—since the elderly often need more medical
assistance than those in younger demographic groups. 

2. Advances in technology—including the government-mandated digitiza-
tion of health records, the use of computers in medical research (bioinfor-
matics), and new medical equipment and apps—will create demand for a
variety of health care workers. 

3. Most health care careers cannot be outsourced to foreign countries
because they require “face time” with patients. 

4. Health care positions are broadly distributed throughout the United States,
and sometimes are the only viable jobs in economically depressed areas. 

5. The industry offers excellent opportunities for women; other industries
that are male dominated, such as construction, have suffered employment
declines or slower growth than the health care field. 

6. The industry offers a wide variety of career options for those with educa-
tional backgrounds ranging from a high school diploma to a medical
degree. If you get bored or “burned-out” with one career, you can always
pursue additional education to become qualified for a new position. 



Employers lists the number of people employed in the occupation in
the United States and details typical work settings. 

Getting a Job provides advice on how to land a job through employ-
ment and association websites, career service offices, networking, career
fairs, and other methods. 

The Advancement section provides an overview of typical ways to
move up at one’s employer or via other means (such as opening a con-
sulting firm or entering academia). 

Earnings provides information on starting, median, and top salaries
for workers. Information on salaries in particular industries is also pro-
vided for many careers. 

The Employment Outlook section provides an overview of the outlook
for the career through 2024. It lists the factors that are fueling employment
growth and details career specialties in which there will be especially strong
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The Elephant in the Room: 
the Affordable Care Act

The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act—which is often referred to
as “Obamacare” or the “Affordable Care Act,” ACA—was passed in 2010. The
Act provided coverage to 15 to 20 million previously uninsured Americans.
Approximately 48.6 million—or 15.7 percent of the U.S. population—was
uninsured before the ACA was passed, according to the U.S. Census
Bureau. A 2015 study by the Centers for Disease Control found that the
uninsured rate had fallen to 9.2 percent under the ACA (the lowest unin-
sured rate in 50 years). In addition to increasing the number of people who
had health care, the Act also created many new opportunities for nurses,
physicians, health care managers, and allied health professionals. 

Yet, despite these successes, rising insurance premiums and poorly per-
forming exchanges in some states, among other issues, prompted some to
question the effectiveness of the ACA. As we publish this book, the Trump
Administration has announced plans to revise or repeal/replace the act—
which has created a significant degree of uncertainty about coverage and
what features will be included in the revised or new health care legislation. 

One thing is certain: demand will continue to be strong for health care
professionals. It’s hard to imagine (but possible) that insurance coverage
would be eliminated for the 15 to 20 million Americans covered under the
ACA, but Congress is currently developing alternative plans. Whether the
revised ACA or new plan is better than the current ACA will only be
revealed with time. Regardless of what happens with the ACA, the U.S.
population continues to grow and medical advances allow more people to
be treated for what were once life-threatening conditions. These develop-
ments will fuel demand for health care professionals.



growth. Outlook information is obtained from the U.S. Department of
Labor and is augmented by information gathered from professional trade
associations. Job growth terms follow those used in the Occupational
Outlook Handbook (http://stats.bls.gov/search/ooh.htm). Growth described
as "much faster than the average" means that employment will increase by
14 percent or more through 2024. Growth described as "faster than the
average" means an increase of 9 to 13 percent. Growth described as "about
as fast as the average" means an increase of 5 to 8 percent.

Each article ends with For More Information. This section provides
contact information for professional associations that offer details on edu-
cational programs, career paths, scholarships, publications, youth pro-
grams, membership, and other resources. 

Additionally, many articles in Hot Health Care Careers feature one or
more interviews with professionals and educators, who provide useful
advice on what it takes to land a job and be successful. Other features
include 

✔ Informative sidebars
✔ More than 40 health care scholarships with awards ranging from 

$500 to $20,000
✔ More than 40 health care-related college summer exploration programs
✔ A career title and association index. 

We hope that Hot Health Care Careers provides you with some great
ideas for possible career paths. But this book is just the beginning.
Contact the professional associations listed at the end of each article to
obtain more information; perhaps they can even help arrange an infor-
mation interview with a worker in a field that interests you. Check out
associations and potential employers on social networking sites such as
LinkedIn. Attend one or more of the college summer exploration pro-
grams. Follow the suggestions in the Exploring section of each article to
get hands-on experience. That way, you will be able to try out each field
before making the big decision of choosing a career. Learning about
health care careers can be fun, and we hope this book is useful to you as
you begin your search. We wish you the very best during your career
exploration!
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